
                         Crookrise Crag – Fairies Chest 
 

Unknown Stones 

Crookrise Crag – Fairies Chest 
 
Climbs – 70+ 
Altitude 400m 
Faces  Mainly South and West but some boulders also face North 
 
Other condition info:  
Lovely climbing and situation, however predicting conditions can be difficult due to 
the variable rock and distinctive microclimate caused by the nearby trees. Winter 
south westerlies generally result in mist from the forest and damp rock. Excellent in 
dry spring and autumn weather with the trees giving some shelter from the wind. 
The rock is more friable than the main Crookrise Edge with fewer pebbles (usually 
suspect) and more incuts and slopers. 
 
Parking and approach info:  
  

 
 
Fairies Chest is located at the northern tip of Crookrise Edge. Go past the trigpoint 
and down the hill as indicated in the above photograph. It is better to access the 
boulders via a small path at the top of the edge (as shown) rather than follow the 
main path through the boggy gap. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Upper Edge 

This is the line of boulders 
forming a small edge above the 
Main Boulders. The First Boulder 
is at the left end of this edge. 
 
First Boulder 
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1. F3 RHS of broken slabby arete. 
2. F4 Wall, scoop and nice 
rockover onto nose at top. 
3. First Boulder Scoop F5* Scoop 
direct via undercut below OH. 
Moving L to 2 from the base of 
the scoop is F4. 
4. First Boulder Flake F5 Flake 
and R side of nose to ledge. 
5. First Boulder Nose F6a start 
below the nose and climb the R 
side using big slot but no flake to 
R. 
6. F4 Start below nose, use big 
hole to gain flake and easy finish. 
7. F4 Pocketed wall is sandy and 
harder than it looks. No holds on 
easy quarried slab. 
 
Second Boulder 

 
 

1. F5 L arete of slab. Start on R 
then rock onto nose and finish on 
L side up slab using the hole. 
2. Second Boulder Slab F5* Slab 
direct without using flake to R. 
3. F4 Blunt rib with flake starting 
L of rib. 
4. F3 Wall direct using crescent 
feature and no big holds to R. 
 
Third Boulder 

 
 

 
 
1. Misty Crack F4 Crack from low 
start to R of block. Often wet. 
2. Misty Wall F5* Nice wall 
starting in pit R of block. Good 
when dry. P extend with SDS. 
3. Misty Mountain Hop F6b 
Hanging rib from standing 
starting directly below it. P extend 
to crack to R or even harder SDS. 
4. Troll Roof F6a+ Roof starting in 
cave at start of crack and traverse 
out R using crack to big holds 
finishing L. F5+ standing start 
from jug. 
5. F.W.A. F6a+ SDS Start heels on 
edge of wide crack below roof 
hands on sloper/boss, gain big 
hold, hang the swing and campus 
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the wall on nice edges. F6a 
starting hanging big hold. 
 
The Fairy Wing 

 
For the full tick on both the 
following problems you must 
mantle onto the top of the wing 
and walk off. 

1. The Fairy Wing F5* Nice front 
of the fin using both aretes. 

2. The Fairy Wing Right F4 RH 
side of fin using arete and crack. 
Varied and interesting. 

 

Last Boulder 

 
 

 
 
1. F3 Nice but dirty V shaped slab. 

2. The Stone Fairy F4* Tricky start 
up slab and then LHS of R arete 
via shot holes finishing R at top. 
No half height ledge. Nice when 
dry. 

On the opposite side of this 
boulder is a broken clean slab 
with four short problems on thin 
friable edges (F3 to F5). Many 
variations possible, the best being 
a. F5 Short thin slab direct to 
apex. 

 
 
 
 
 
Main Boulders 
These are the excellent large 
boulders below the upper edge. 
 
Old Crack Boulder 
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1. Groovy Baby F6b SDS Groove 
just R of arete. F6a from standing. 

2. Dave’s Wall F7b+ Wall centre. 
RH start F6c+. 

2a. Full of Sprites F7c* Pulling on 
from the Sidepull of Dave's wall 
with both hands, Dyno straight 
for the lip. 

3. Pocket Rockets F7a Wall just L 
of crack, no crack.  

4. The Crack F5 Old school VS 
and the oldest problem hear.  

5. The Changeling F6b** (E1 
5c/6a) RH arete starting on LHS 
and moving over to RHS via big 
rockover on slopers to break then 
slap for rounded top, no crack to 
L. Eliminate but independent and 
worth E1 with no mat.  

6. Wall Climb F5+/F6a Wall using 
bottom of LH crack.  

7. Green Groove F4+ The groove. 
The best (cleanest) finish is to the 
R. The rock is green but good.  

8. Green Wall F5 Use good incut 
at base of the RH crack to rock R 
onto nice clean wall and rounded 
break. Move slightly R and climb 
the wall above the big boulder all 
the way to the top. 

9. Green Arete F4/F5 R side of 
undercut arete. Grade depends on 
how low you start. 

 

10. Hobgoblin’s Lair F7b+ The big 
roof and wall above. Start at the 
back of the roof, gain the lip and 
a pocket then climb the wall. 

11. Goblin’s Fireplace F4+* 
Impending scoop on good holds 
to dirty/heathery finish. 

12. The Elf F6a* Featured wall 
above block to pocket – nice but 
poor landing. 

13. Crack 2 F4+ Crack finishing 
direct up wall. 

14. Crack 3 F4 Short hanging 
crack. 

Sloping Boulder 
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The back of this boulder (N face) 
offers a couple of natural F4 slab 
problems that are nice when 
clean. The right edge of this slab 
gives an F3 arete. The quarried 
south face of the boulder offers: 

1. Sloping Traverse F6c All the 
way from LH edge. 

2. Slope Off F5 Nice start rocking 
onto slab using pebbles then easy 
slab R of edge (many variations). 

The slab to the right has a couple 
of poor problems on friable rock. 

3. F6a Easier SDS to 1 starting in 
groove. 

4. Blunt Arete F6c+ Perplexing 
blunt arete from SDS. 

Pixie Tits Boulder 

 
 

 
 
1. Face Plant F7a+ Dyno to the 
arete’s notch. 

2. Left Pegger E4 6b Go left from 
the near the top of the groove to 
gain the arete. 

3. The Groove E4 6b The central 
groove passing the ancient peg. 

4. Breakout E4 6b Breakout R 
from the groove passing the big 
pocket. 

5. Balance it Was F7a+ *** RHS of 
arete. 

6. Fairy Dust F8a+ *** Sit Start the 
groove from the large Jug and 
ascend it via some shouldery 
moves and a nice mantle top out. 

7. Bathycolpian Dreams F8a+** 
From sitting at the start jug of 
Fairy dust, head up and right into 
Pixie Tits and finish as for that. 

8. Pixie Tits F7b+ ** SDS. F6c 
from standing. 

9. Gnomes Nips F6c+ Start at 
undercut. 

10. P The Wall. 

11. The Right Arete F5+ on LHS. 

North Eastern Boulders 
These boulders lie approximately 
150m north east of the main 
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group. They are more open and 
less prone to damp weather 
usually with good landings. 
 
Fairy Hole Boulder 

 
 
1. F3+ Front of prow on RHS.  

1a F3 From 1 start traverse R 
above boulder and finish direct 
before big holds. 

2. F4+ R side of arete. 

3. Fairynuf F6a+ Technical wall 
just L of arete to big slot, no arete. 

4. Fairy Hole F5+* Wall direct 
undercutting big hole, technical 
at top. 

a. P Short wall using rail to L, 
very hard SDS. 

5. F3+ LHS of arete at back of 
gully. 

6. F2 Dirty crack in corner to 
heather cornice. 

Slippery Jack Boulder 

 
 
1. F4+* Front of prow using both 
aretes. 

2. Magic Mushroom F6a** LHS of 
blunt slabby arete using thin rail. 
Magic but no mushrooms. 

 
 
3. Slippery Jack F7a* Very thin 
attractive scoop. Possible harder 
variations. 

b. P RHS of blunt arete and LHS 
of scoop. 

4. F4+ Very short wall via hole to 
awkward rounded exit. 
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5. F5+ Short arete on LHS to 
slappy finish trending L using 
blunt rail. 

6. The Imp F6b* RHS of arete 
from SDS. Some friable holds 
need care. F6a+ from standing. 

 

 
 
7. Erlking Arete F4+ LHS Arete 
with rockover finish onto slab. 

8. The Erlking F5+* Wall direct to 
good incut on lip then rockout 
direct. No boss hold or incipient 
crack at top of arete to R. 

Green Goblin Boulder 

 
 
This featured slab offers several 
good lines. The left edge of the 
slab gives a pleasant F2. 

1. F4 Slab using good holds low 
down. 

2. F4 Higher slab on good incuts. 

3. Gnome Corner F4+ Hanging 
corner to thin crack and awkward 
dirty exit L past big hole. 

4. The Gnome F6a+* RHS of 
hanging arete using R edge of 
hole. 

5. Fly agaric F6a+* Centre of 
hanging slab without either arete, 
crux slap at the top. 

6. Goblin Edge F6a* LHS of R 
arete of scoop. 

7. The Green Goblin F5* Attain 
green scoop by pressing in from L 
then follow scoop to top. 
Worrying because of green scritty 
rock and nasty crevasse but nice 
moves make it worthwhile. 

End Boulder 

 
 

 
 
1. F6a+ Hanging arete from high 
SDS (feet on lip). Low SDS (feet 
below lip harder probably 6c). 

2. F5 Slap for top from big hold.. 
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3. F5 Thin wall stepping L into 
scoop is quite nice. 

4. F6a Small hanging arete on 
crimps from SDS. 


